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Abstract 
0 implies that there is a perfectly normal X such that XXX is normal but not 
countably paracompact. 
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1. Introduction 
A space that is normal and not countably paracompact is called a Dowker 
space. 
In [13], Rudin and Starbird show that if M is metric and X normal and 
countably paracompact then the product M XX is normal iff it is countably 
paracompact. 
Observe that (w, + 1) X w1 shows that the countable paracompactness of a 
product does not imply its normality. 
But Starbird [12, p. 67; 141 asked if a product XX Y can be Dowker without 
either X or Y being Dowker. Wage [El announced that CH implies that the 
answer is yes, but he never published his proof. It was shown in [l] that 0 implies 
that the answer is yes, and [2] shows that CH also implies an affirmative answer. 
At the 1989 Spring Topology Conference held in Knoxville, TN we presented an 
argument showing that 0’ implies that there is a perfectly normal space whose 
square is Dowker. That proof was never published. Here we present a much 
simpler proof (under a weaker hypothesis) that 0 implies the existence of a 
perfectly normal space with a Dowker square. 
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We use an Ostaszewski [lo] technique, and a de Caux type space [3]. 
Our notation and terminology are standard, see 141 or [5]. 
We apologize to Ernie Michael for stealing from him [6-81. 
2. Construction 
Let A = {a E wi: (Y is a limit ordinal} and A’ = {a E wi: (Y is a limit of limit 
ordinals}. For II <w, let L, = 15 E wl: (3a E A u (O}Klm Q n)[c = LY + ml]. Fi- 
nally, let A = {(t, 7) E w1 x wl: c = 71. 
For a set A, [A]” = {B CA: I B 1 = K) and [Al<” = {B CA: 1 B ( <K). 
A subset A c wi x wi is 2-countable if and only if there is an LY < wi with 
A c (a x 0,) u (w, x a). Otherwise, we say that A is 2-uncountable, see [ill. 
If A CXX Y, dam(A) = {a: @b)[(a, b) ELII) and ran(A) = {b: @a)[(a, b) E 
All. 
The product topology on (x, a> X (x, 7) is denoted by u X r. 
Theorem 2.1. Assume 0. There exists a perfectly normal space X such that X X X is 
Dowker. 
Proof. Using CH, list all countable subsets of wi X w1 as (A,: LY E A> so that for 
each czEA, there is a (<a with A,c~x,$. 
Using 0, fix sequences (B,: LY EA), (Cz: LY =A’>, (Ci: (Y EA’) of subsets of 
wi and a sequence (0,: (Y E A’) of subsets of wi x w1 such that: 
(8 (V(Y E AIB, E [al”]; 
(ii) (Vcu E AXVp < a>[ IB, n p I < WI; 
(iii) (VHE[~,]“‘)(~~EA)[B,CHI; 
(iv) (Vcu E A’Wi < 2)[Ci E [al”]; 
(v) (Vcu~A’)(V~<aXVi<2)[lC~npI <WI; 
(vi) (Vcu E A’Eln < w)[Cz U CL c L,]; 
(vii) (VH, K E [w~]~~X~LY E A’)[Cz c H A CL c Kl; 
(viii) (Vcu E A’)[ D, E [(a X cu)\Al”l; 
(ix> (Va~A’)(V~<~)[lD,\[Pxc~u(~xpll <ml; 
(x) for every 2-uncountable H c (w, X o,)\A there is an (Y E A’ with D, C H. 
By induction on (Y E A U {O} we construct, for LY < /3 < (Y + o, families {Ui</3>: 
k < w A i < 3) of subsets of p + 1, with each U&p> containing the point /?. For 
i < 3, let 7; be the topology on y generated by {U&3>: k < o A P < 71 as a 
subbasis. 
At the end, we let X= (oi, r,“) @ (w,, T:~). The topology 7; helps us to carry 
the induction and it plays a small role in the proof that XXX is not countably 
paracompact. Observe that by (4) below T; c r: n T:. 
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To get XxX normal, at stage (Y we also construct sets Oz, O& Ofxo, Oz”, 
01x0 
) oy each clopen in r,“,,, rA+,, rz+o X T:+~, ri+, X rL+,, ?A+, X ri+, 
a:d ri+, X rA+,, respectively so that if dom(A, n A) is closed in r,“,,, rA+,, then 
dom(A, n A) c O,“, dom(A, n A) c Oi, respectively, and if A, is closed in ri+, X 
r,O+w, r,O+o x ri+,, ri+, x rz+w, or rJ+, x rA+, then, A, CO~xo, A, COzx*, 
A, c OJxo, and A, c Oix’, respectively. 
We require, at stage (Y E A U {O}, that: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
If ff 
for i < 3, rL+, is a Hausdorff topology on (Y + w; 
for i < 3 and every p < (Y + w, {U,@>: k < w) is a (clopen) basis for the 
point /I in (a + 0, r:,,) consisting of compact sets (in (a + w, 5-A+,)); 
for i < 3 and every p < (Y + w, (U&p): k < w) is decreasing; 
for every /? < CY + w and k <a, U,“</3> U U,‘(p) c U:(p); 
for every p <(Y + w and y1 <w, if /? EL,, then U,“(p) n U,‘(p) c L,; 
for i < 3 and every /3 < LY + w, ri = rL+, n9a(p); i.e., (p, ri) is an open 
subspace of (a + w, rL+, >; 
for each i < 3, [a, (Y + w) c C17;+UB,; 
if (Y E A’ there is an n <w and p < CY + w such that 
- c,ouc;cL,, 
- p-EL,, 
- for i, j, I < 2, (p, p) E Cl,k+wx,i+ [(Ci, x CL> n Al; 
if CY E A’ and i, j < 2, then [(Y, (Y + w> X [a, a + o) C Cl,;+wx,i, 0,; 
for i < 2, 0: c a is clopen in (LY + w, rL+,), and if dom(A, n A? is closed 
in ((Y + W, rf,,) then dom(A, n A) c 0:; 
for i, j < 2, 0, iXicaxcu is clopen in ((a+o)X(a+~), rA+,Xri+w), 
and if A, is closed in ((cy + o) X (a + w), ri+w X ri+,,,> then A, C OLxi; 
and 
for i, j < 2 and each p <(Y with p E A U (01, Oj, 0;“’ are clopen in 
(a + 0, rf+, > and ((a + w> X (a + o), ri+, X rL+,>, respectively. 
= 0, the points 0 < p < w are isolated in all three topologies. For i < 3 and 
k, p <w set U,‘(P) = {PI, and for i, j < 2 set 05 = @, and 06”’ = @. The induction 
conditions hold trivially. 
Let a E A. If (Y P A’, i.e., Cz, CL, and D, are not defined, disregard the cases 
dealing with them. 
Note that the conditions (ii), (v> and (ix> together with (6) imply that E = B, U 
C,O u Ci u dom( 0,) u ran( 0,) is a closed discrete subset of ((.u, r,“). So for each 
p E E pick a compact open (in r,“) U2(p) containing p such that the family 
{U2(p): p E E} is discrete in ((u, 7,). This can be done since (a, r,‘) is locally 
compact and metrizable. 
For i, j < 2, list 10;: p E LY n (A U {O))) 
(A u IO})} as {O’“j(n>: II <WI. 
as (O’(n): it < w}, and (O;ixj: p E (Y n 
List (Y as 15,: II <w}, and [a, (Y + 01 x [a, a + 01 as (s,: n < w) such that for 
each (5, 7) and i < 6 there are infinitely many II = i(mod 6) with s, = (5, 7). 
Let 4 denote the lexicographical order on w X 2 X 2. 
We will now choose for i, j < 2 points p: E E and their compact neighborhoods 
Uj( pA> c U2( pL> in r: by induction on n E w as follows: 
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Case 0: n = O(mod 6). Pick p,” #pi E B, and for j < 2 their compact open 
neighborhoods Uj(pi>, lJj(pA) in T; so that: 
(a) Each pi is different from any p; for m < n, j < 2; 
(b) for i<2, piP(U ,,,[oO(t> u O’(t)]) u U{dom(OjX’(t)) u ran(Ojx’(t>>: t 
<n Aj, 1<2); 
(c) for i, j < 2, Uj(pt) c U*(pL); 
(d) for i < 2, if t < w is the least with p: EL,, then U’(pL> n U’(pL) c L,; 
(e> for i, j < 2, Uj(pfJ n (U f ,,O’(t)) = 6; 
(f) for i, j, 1 < 2, (Uj(pA) X 1 U f G .U,$t,>l> n (U t .,Oj”‘(t>> = @, and 
au ,,,U,$(,>l x U~(P:>) n (U t,,O’“j(t>> = @; and 
(g) for i, j, k, l< 2, and m <n if (m, k, t!)a(n, i, j) then (Uj(pL) X U’(pi)) 
Mu ,,,ow>> = PI, and (U’(p:> x Uj(p,!J> n (U tGnO’xi(t)) = fl. 
Since B, is an w-sequence converging to (Y and each 0, is bounded, by (10) and 
(11) we can pick 4,” #pi E B, satisfying (a) and (b). The neighborhood Uj(pi> will 
be of the form Ui(p$ for some large enough t. Then (c) will follow from (4) and 
(d) from (5) together with (3). By (121, each Oj(t) is clopen in (cu, G-L), and (b) says 
that p: @ U t ~ ,Oj(t), so (e) will be easy to get. 
To get (f) and (g) we use compactness: 
The set U t ~ .U,((,) is compact so 
dom[(aX U&b3) n (UO’“‘W)] 
tgn tgn 
is closed in ( LY, ri;> and p: is not in it. 
And a similar argument deals with the second part of (f). 
For (g), if (m, k, Z) f (n, i, j), the argument for (f) works, and if (m, k, 
1) = (n, i, j) observe that 
(PL, p;>e IJOjXj(t) 
t<n 
so we can find a compact neighborhood U of p: with 
(ux u) n UOjXj(t) =Pr. 
t<n 
Case 1: n = l(mod 6). Pick p,” E C$ p,!, E ci with 4,” Zp:, and for j < 2 pick 
their compact open neighborhoods Uj(pi), U’(p,!J in T: so that (a)-(g) of Case 0 
hold. 
Case 2: n f 0, l(mod 6). Pick ( p,“, p:) E 0, and for j < 2 their compact open 
neighborhoods Uj(pi>, Uj(pA) in 7: so that (a>-(g) of Case 0 hold. Note that 
p,“#p,!, since D,nA =#. 
This finishes the construction of the p and U. 
Fixan n,<w and YE[‘Y, a+w)sothat C~UC~CL,,~ and YEL,~. 
For p E [(Y, (Y + w> with /3 # y, and k <w, let 
U,“(P)={PI u lJ{U”(P:): n 2 k A n = 0, 2, 3(mod 6) A dom s, = (/3}} 
uU{U”(p~):n~kAn=2,4(mod6)Arans,=(/3}}, 
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40) ={P) ” upJ’(d): n 2 k A y1= 0,3, S(mod 6) A ran s, = (p)} 
ul~{~~(p,O):n~kAn=4,5(mod6)Adoms,=(~)), 
Q?(P) =(P) ” u {U’(P!$ IZ 2 k A n + 1 (mod 6) A dom s, = ( /I) } 
” u{v”(P~): n>kAn+l(mod6)Arans, = {PI}. 
And, 
u:(r) 
=(y)” u{uO(P:): n>kAn-0,2,3(mod6)Adoms,=(y)] 
uu{U”(p~): n>kAn=2,4(mod6)Aran s,=(y)} 
ulJ{U”(&): i<2An>kAn=l(mod6)Adom s,=(y)}, 
G(Y) 
=(y)” u{qP:): IZ 2 k A II = 0, 3, S(mod 6) A ran s, = (y)} 
uIJ{U’(~~): n&kAn=4,5(mod6)Adom s,=(y)) 
UU{U’(p;): i<2A n>kAn=l(mod6)Adom s,=(y)}, 
G(Y) 
=(y)” u{u”(p,“): n>kAnfl(mod6)Adom s,=(y)) 
” u{U”(P~): n 2 k A n + l(mod 6) A ran s, = (r)} 
ulJ(U”(p~): i<2An>kAn=l(mod6)Adom s,=(y)}. 
This finishes the construction of the U;(p). 
We show that (a + W, 7:+,) is Hausdorff. Since IU2(p>: p E El is discrete in 
rz, we have, for each p E [ a, a + o) and i < 3, {p) = Al k ,,U,$p>. Also, each 
u@) I-I (Y is closed in ((.u, T:), so since (a, 7:) is locally compact, each /3 E [a, 
(Y + W) can be separated from each 5 <(Y. If 5 f 71 E [(.u, CY + w>, U;(5) is disjoint 
from U,$q), so -rf+, is Hausdorff. 
The conditions (2)-(4) are easy to check. 
For (51, observe that if p f y then U$(P) n U,‘(P) = (PI, and Us n U,‘(Y) = 
(y) u u{UO(pA) n U’(pk): i < 2 ATZ = l(mod 6) A dom s, = {y)). So each pi E Ck 
CL, > hence (d) implies U”(p$ n U’(pi) c L,,. Hence if y EL,,, n > n, so 
u,OCyT n U;(Y) CL,. 
The condition (6) is easy and (7) follows from Case 0. 
For (8), observe that by Case 1, (y, y> E Cl,h+w,,L+,[(C~ X CL> U Al, for each i, 
j, 1 < 2. 
For (9), fix i, j < 2, (5, 77) E [CX, (Y + w) x [LY, (Y + w>, and k < w. We show that 
L$(,$) x u,$T) 3 U’(p,) x Uj(p,) for some n > k with n + 0, l(mod 6) and s, = (5, 
7). Since this implies (p,“, pL> ED,, (9) follows. For (i, j) = (0, 0) let IZ 2 k be 
such that s, = (5, 7) and IZ = 2(mod 6); (i, j) = (0, 1) needs n > k with s, = (5, 
7) and n = 3(mod 6); (i, j) = (1, 0), n = 4(mod 6); (i, j) = (1, 11, IZ E S(mod 6). 
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Now we define the 0,. Let i, j < 2. 
If dom(A, n A) is closed in ((Y + o, T:+, , > let 0: be a clopen subset of the 
separable, metric, O-dimensional space (a + w, rA+,) containing dom(A, n A) 
and contained in (Y. This can be done since A, ca X a. 
Otherwise, let 0: = 1. 
If A, is closed in (((.u + w) x (a + w), pi+, X TL+,), let 0:“’ be a clopen subset 
of ((a+w)x(LY+ti), T;+,xr;+,) containing A, and contained in LY X a. 
Otherwise, let 0:“’ = (d. 
So (10) and (11) hold. 
To see (12), fix i, j < 2 and p <(Y. 
Then 0; = O’(t) for some t < w. So (e) implies that for each (Y <x <a! + w, 
U,‘(x) is disjoint from 0;. 
Also, 0, ixj= O’“j(t) for some t <co. We have to show that if (x, y) E ((Y + o) 
x (a + ~)\(a x a>, then (x, y> P Cl,,+~x,~+wOixi(t>. 
Assumefirst y<a~x,soy=<,forsomes<w.Thenby(f),U~+,(x)XU,$y)is 
disjoint from O’“j(t). 
The case x < (Y G y is done similarly. 
If (Y <x, y, (q’(t) x U:(y)) n O’“j(t) # $ implies that there are n, m > t and k, 
I< 2 with 
(ui(p,“) x u’(P;)) noiXj(t) f@l 
contradicting (g). 
So (12) holds. This finishes the construction. 
Let T, = (oi, 5-L,) for i < 3. Our space X= T, @ Ti. 
From now on i, j stand for arbitrary elements of 2. 
Lemma 2.2. For each a <q, Cl,[a, (Y + w) = q\a. 
Proof. This follows by induction, using (7), since each BP is cofinal in p. q 
Lemma 2.3. If H is an uncountable subset of wl, then 1 w,\CITiH ) < “. 
Proof. Let (Y be such that B, c H. By (7), [a, (Y + w) c Cl,,H, so wi\a c ClriH by 
Lemma 2.2. 0 
Fact 2.4. T is normal. 
Proof. If H and K are two disjoint closed subsets of Ti, Lemma 2.3 shows that one 
of them is countable, hence listed as some dom(A, n A). Then by (lo), 0: is a 
countable clopen subset of Ti containing it, and H and K can be separated in 0: 
since it is metrizable. They can be separated in Ti\OL since at most one of them is 
nonempty there. Since 0; and Ti 10: are clopen, H and K can be separated 
in Ti. q 
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Fact 2.5. q is perfect. 
Proof. Let H be a closed subset of q. If it is uncountable, it is co-countable by 
Lemma 2.3, hence a G,. If H is countable there is an (Y with H c (Y. The set CY is 
open in Ti and H is G, in (Y, hence G, in 7;. 0 
We now show that T, x T, is normal. We need two lemmas: 
Lemma 2.6. For each CY < wl, (a x 7;) U (T, X a> is a perfectly normal open subspace 
of Ti x 7;.. 
Proof. Note that (Y is a countable union of compact open sets (in both q and q), 
and these sets are metrizable. Since the product of a metric space with a perfectly 
normal space is perfectly normal [6; 9; 4, 4.5, 16a, b], we see that ((u X I;> U (7; X a> 
is a countable union of perfectly normal clopen subspaces. Hence it is a countable 
union of a pairwise disjoint family of clopen perfectly normal subspaces, so it is 
perfectly normal. 0 
Lemma 2.7. If H, KC T, X 7; are 2-uncountable and closed, then H n K # #. 0 
Proof. If both H f’ A and K nA are 2-uncountable, fix an (Y with Cz CH and 
CA c K. Then (8) implies that H n K f 6. 
Assume that H\A is not 2-uncountable, hence H\A is 2-uncountable. Let (Y 
besuchthat D,cH\A.Then(9)implies[a, a+w)X[a, a+w)~Cl,~,,,D,cH. 
Lemma 2.2 shows that (wi \(Y) X (w, \a) c H, so H n K # @. 0 
Fact 2.8. q X 7;. is normal. 
Proof. Let H and K be two closed disjoint subsets of T X T.. By Lemma 2.7, at 
least one of them is 2-countable. 
We consider three cases. 
(a) H is countable. Then there is an (Y < wi such that H =A,, so by (11) 
H c OL”‘, and by (12), 0:“’ is clopen in T. x Tj, and countable, hence metrizable. 
So H and K can be separated in 0:“’ and in the complement of OA”j, hence they 
can be separated in T, x 7;. 
(b) Both H and K are 2-countable. Then there is an (Y < wi such that H UK c 
(a x q) u (?; x a). By Lemma 2.6 this is an open normal subspace of T X q, 
hence H and K can be separated. 
(c) K is 2-uncountable. Recall that H has to be 2-countable. Let CY < wi be such 
that H c (a X q.) U (7;: X a). 
Claim. C~,(XECX: IHn((x}xw,)l =wl} and C~?{XECY: IHn(o,x{x))l =wJ 
are both coktable. 
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Proof. Let Y= {x E ax I H n ({xl X wl>l =ol). By Lemma 2.3 there is a /3 <q 
such that Y x (wI \p> c H. If CI,,Y is not countable, Lemma 2.3 shows that there 
is a y<o, with 
(w~\Y) X (w,\P) cClr,YX (w,\P> =H 
so HnK#@. 
The second part of the claim has the same proof. 
Let 0’ and 0’ be countable clopen subsets of q and q. respectively, containing 
ClrJx~cu: (H~7{x}Xw,)j=o,}andCl~{x~a: IHn(w,X{xJ)I=w,},respec- 
tively (by (10) and (12)). 
So by Lemma 2.6, (0’ X I;> U (7;: X Oi> is a normal clopen subspace of q X q 
so H and K can be separated in it. 
But H\[(Oi x 7;) u (IT; x Oj)] is countable so by (a) it can be separated from K 
in the complement of (0‘ X T.) U (T, X Oil. 
So H can be separated from K. 
This finishes the proof that 6 X q is normal. 0 
Fact 2.9. To X T, is not countably paracompact. 
Proof. Since (w,, 7:,) is Hausdorff and coarser than both T,, T,, the diagonal 
A = ((5, 7): 5 = 7) c T, x T, is closed in T, X T,. We show that A is not countably 
paracompact. 
Since A is homeomorphic to oi having as a basis the family {U n I/: U E r& A V 
E T:,) we identify A with this space. 
The condition (5) implies that each L, = (5 E wl: (31 E A U {Oj)(Elrn < n)ilj = LY 
+ ml) is open in A. Since A = U n < WL,, we show that there is no closed family 
{F,: n < w) with A = U ,,,,F, and F,, CL, for each n <w. 
Assume that there are such F. One of them, F,, say, is uncountable. Pick an (Y 
such that Cz c F, and Ci c w1 \L,. Then (8) implies Cl,F, n Cl,(o,\L,) # @, 
i.e., F,, n (wI\L,) # fl so F, CL,, a contradiction. q 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. 
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